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We prove new estimates for the p norms of irreducible characters of compact Lie 
groups. These estimates are applied to give negative results on p mean convergence 
of Fourier series on compact Lie groups. 
Suppose G is a compact Lie group with dual object e (see [9]). The 
purpose of this paper is to investigate the behaviour of the LP(G) norm of the 
character X~ of G as A ranges over G. 
Earlier results on the boundedness or unboundedness of ]]x~]]~ were 
obtained by Hewitt and Ross 191, Rider [ 12, 131, Cecchini (21 and Price 
[ 111 in the framework of the theory of lacunary sets. A detailed study of the 
behaviour of the LP(G) norms of characters of compact Lie groups is 
contained in a recent paper by Dooley [5], whose norm estimates improve 
and extend most of the previous results. In this paper we prove new estimates 
for IIxA Hp. 
Our main results are as follows. 
(i) If G is a compact connected Lie group, 
llx,JIi >, con% . log 4, 
where dA is the dimension of Iz. 
(ii) If G is a compact connected semisimple Lie group, 
JJxAI), > const,,, a dA - )A +Pl-d’mG’p, 
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where 1.1 denotes an Euclidean norm on the dual of the toral algebra, p is 
one-half of the sum of the positive roots of G, and the same symbol is used 
to denote a representation 1 E 6 and the corresponding dominant weight. 
(iii) If G is a compact, connected, simple, simply connected Lie group, 
11~~ lip is bounded as A+ 00 if and only if p < dim G/card P, where P is the 
set of the positive roots. 
Results (i) and (ii) improve results of Dooley. The if part of (iii) was 
discovered by Clerc [4] ( see also [ 141). We prove on the other hand that 
IlxcN- Ijoll:: 2 con% - log N, for q = dim G/card P and for all positive 
integers N. 
A comparison of our results with the previously known estimates is given 
in the remarks of the next section. 
Dooley’s estimates for 11~~ lip were used in [7] to prove a Cohen type 
inequality for the LP(G) convoluter norm of finite linear combinations of 
characters. As a consequence divergence results for Fourier series in LP(G) 
were obtained. Repeating the arguments of [7] we are able to prove 
analogous results in L3(G) for partial sums of central Fourier series, taken 
with respect o any way of grouping the elements of 6. These results improve 
those of [7]. 
Moreover we can give an estimate from below for the L”(G) convoluter 
norms of spherical Dirichlet kernels if p > dim G/card P, and we deduce 
divergence results for spherical partial sums of central Fourier series. 
An announcement of the results of this paper appears in [8]. 
The following notation will be used throughout he paper. Let G denote a 
compact connected semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g, and let T 
denote a maximal torus with Lie algebra t. The complexification tc is a 
Cartan subalgebra of gc and we denote by A the set of the roots of (gc, tc). 
We choose in A a system of positive roots P, and denote by S = {GI,,..., a,) 
the associated system of simple roots. We let I= rank G = card S. We set 
P = f CMP a. The dual object e (a maximal set of pairwise inequivalent 
irreducible unitary representations) is in one-to-one correspondence with the 
semilattice C of the dominant weights of G. We will use the same symbol to 
denote a dominant weight in 2 and the corresponding element in e. The 
weights of G are ordered in the usual way, by letting A, < il, if 1, - 1, is a 
sum (possibly empty) of simple roots [ 16, p. 3 141. We write also A, < AZ if 
13, < A2 and A, # 1,. Let tF denote the dual space of t,, and transfer the 
Killing form to a nondegenerate bilinear form (., .) on ,t$ x t 8 via the natural 
isomorphism of tc with t$. The norm induced by (., .) on te is denoted by 
1. I. As in [lo] we set, for every weight Iz and a E A, 
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The symbol W denotes the Weyl group and ] WI its cardinality. Finally, for a 
compact Lie group G and every A E 6, xA and dA denote the character and 
the dimension of 1, respectively. 
2 
In this section we state and prove the results (i), (ii), and (iii) of Section 1. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose G is a compact connected Lie group. There exists 
a positive constant K, (depending only on G) such that, for every A E G, 
(1) 
Prooj By structure theorems it clearly suffices to prove (1) under the 
additional assumptions G simple and simply connected. By Weyl’s 
integration and characters formulas, 
Z= Ilx,~ll: =I WI-’ . Jr Ix,tWl . 14+o(t)12 dt,
where An+o(t) = ,JJ ,EW sgn 9 exp@(A +/3)(u)) with u E t, t = exp u. Denote 
by mA(w) the multiplicity of a weight w with respect to the representation 
associated to the dominant weight 1. Then 
(where the previous sum is over a finite set of weights; see [ 10, Sect. 211) 
and 
X,&M+oW (2) 
= z h&v w 9, sgn 02mA@> ev((w + h@ + P) + 4,(3, + P)>(u)). 
We claim that, for every k = l,..., 1, and for every integer r = l,..., (A, czk), the 
term exp((A - rak + 2(IE + p))(u)) appears in the above summation with coef- 
ficient 1. 
On one hand it is an easy consequence of Freudenthal’s formula (or it can 
be proved directly; see [ 10, p. 1251) that mA(l - ra,J = 1. 
On the other hand we can show that the equality 
A - rak + 2(A + p) = 0 + @,(A + p> + &(A + p) (3) 
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can occur only if o = L - rak and d, = #2 = 1, where I is the identity of W. 
Indeed assume that (3) holds for some o< 1, #,, #z E W. Then 
k - 0 - rak = Q ,(A + 8) + #*(A + P) - 2(h + P) < 0, i.e., 
A-ra,<w<A. (4) 
But (4) implies CIJ = /z - mak for some integer m such that 0 <rn < r < 
(A, ak). Thus, combining this fact with (3) we obtain 
2(1,+P)-na,=~,(~+P)+~,O,+B), (5) 
where n = r - m. Of course 0 <n < (A, ak). For i = I,2 there are 
nonnegative integers cij such that 
#i(A +@=A +p- v cijaj. 
,Y, 
(6) 
BY (% Clk + C2k = n and cij = 0 if j # k. Then (6) reads 
@j(n +@)=A tP-C[kak, i= 1,2. (7) 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that cik # 0 for i = 1 or i = 2. Then 
$,(A + p) is not dominant and we must have ($i(J. + /3), ak) < 0. From (7) 
one gets 
Cik > ;(I + by ak>e (8) 
Denote by car the reflection corresponding to ak. By (7) 
ua,ii(n + P) = 2 + P - ((A + P3 ak> - Cik) ak 
=A +/3-c;kak, 
where We Set Cik = (1 + p, Cfk) - cik. If cb # 0 we obtain as above c:k > 
;(A + p, a,), which contradicts (8). Hence elk = 0. In conclusion cik # 0 
implies cik = (2 + p, a& But we know that cik + c2k = n < (A, ok> < 
(A +/3, ak). Hence only cik = ctk = 0 is possible and, consequently, 
#,(A + j?) = d,@ + p) = 1 + p (which implies $i = $2 = r), 0 = A- rak. 
We now write (2) in the form 
= exp((3A + 2@(U)) + i (‘5’ 
k=l r=1 
exp((A - mk + 2(A -+ p))(‘))) 
+ ,,g+ 24 44 exp 44 
= Q,(u) + R,(u), 
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where c(o) = 0 in R, if w =A - rak -t 2(). t /3) for some integer r and 
k = l,..., 1. 
Set 
gk@) = e (31+20)(u) c 
sin in-f,(u) 
Y r=1 r 
and g(u) = gl(u) t ... t g,(u). Then 11 gl(, < ln/2 (cf. the well-known Fourier 
expansion of the periodic function f on R given by f(x) = (n -x)/2 for 
x E (0,27r)). Let XJ c t be a set such that exp a = T and exp is one-to-one 
when restricted to 3. 
Then 
> const, . ’ log((k ak) t 1) 
k:l 
= const, 
By Weyl’s dimension formula 
Q const, . ([!1 (~t/?,ak~)l+cardp's, 
k=l 
Hence 
Remark 1. Suppose G is a compact connected semisimple Lie group. 
Denote by C(G) the greatest lower bound of all p such that 11~~ 11, -+ co as 
A+ co. Theorem 1 shows that C(G) Q 3. This was previously known only for 
G = SU,, and, in this case, C(G) = 3 (see [ 121). We notice that, in the 
general case, our result provides better estimates for C(G) than Dooley’s 
Theorem 5.4, except for the case G = GF (among simple groups). In the latter 
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case IIx~II, --f co for p > 14/S (see (5, Theorem 5.4ii] and, for an alternative 
proof, Corollary 1 below (and Remark 3)). In the case of other compact 
simply connected simple Lie groups, Dooley proved that JlxAllP grows faster 
than a suitable positive power of dA for every p > 0 = 8,) where 3 < 0, ( 4 
and 19, = 3 only if G = SU, (see Corollaries 3.6 and 3.9 and also Theorem 
5.4, where these results are extended to the case in which G is a not 
necessarily connected compact Lie group). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose G is a compact connected semisimple Lie group. 
For every p > 2 there exists a positive constant K, (depending only on p and 
G) such that 
ll~~(l~>K~~ d, * II +/31-dimG’p 
for all A E Z. 
ProoJ We may assume G simple and simply connected. Let 
(9) 
denote the Riesz kernel of index 6. Clerc [3] has proved that, if 
6 > (dim G - 1)/2, Ils~ll, < const, for every R > 0. Henceforth we assume 
6 > (dim G - I)/2 in (10). 
Then we have 
( 1- lJ+Pl’ s R2 > dA = Isi * xn(eI < II4 * xnIlm 
< II4 lip ’ IlXlllp, (11) 
where p and p’ are conjugate xponents, p > 2. By the Riesz-Thorin theorem 
11s: Ilp, < const, . IIsf II:‘“. (12) 
Moreover 
Ilsi II: < cow s 1 _ Iw +pl* 26 . (w +P/2cardP 
Iw+DI<R R2 
As the number of the weights o such that 10 + /?I < R is less than 
const + R ’ one has 
IIs~ll: Q const . RdimG. (13) 
Choose R = 2 IL +/3/; then (ll), (12), and (13) imply (9). 
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Remark 2. The above theorem improves the estimate of Theorem 5.4(ii) 
of [5] (in the connected case). Namely, let Ai,..., 1, be the fundamental 
weights of tz. Set ZV,=card(aE P: &,a)#O} andiV=min,,,,,..,,N,. 
COROLLARY 1 (Dooley). Suppose G is a compact, connected, 
semisimple Lie group. Then, for every p > 2, there exists a positive constant 
K, (depending only on p) such that 
IlxAllp > Kp . d;-dimG’pN. (14) 
ProoJ If A is a dominant weight in t& then A +/I = CL=, n,l, with 
nk > 1, nk integers. Then 
dA = ,T!p @,a> (’ +” ” = Q(n, ,..., n,) 
is a homogeneous polynomial in (n,,..., n,) (of degree card P) with positive 
rational coefficients. Clearly Q(n, ,..., n,) > const, - np for every k = l,..., 1. 
Hence 
d, > const(ny + . ..+n.Y)>const.II+PIN. 
Therefore (9) and (15) imply (14). 
(15) 
Remark 3. If G is simple one always has dim G/N > 3 except for the 
case G = Gt. In this case one gets dim G/N = 14/5 (there are a few misprints 
in the table of [5]). Hence <(GF) < 14/5. 
Theorem 2 has a further consequence, as it implies that, for 
P > dim G/card P, IIxA lip + co as long as 1 tends to infinity inside a cone 
strictly contained in the interior of the fundamental Weyl chamber. The 
following corollary states this consequence, which improves a remark of 
Dooley (see [S, Corollary 3.71). 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose G is a compact connected semisimple Lie group. 
Suppose that 1 satisfies 
inf (A+P,a,)>C-II+PI k=l,...,/ 
for some C > 0. Then, for p > 2, 
IIx,a Ilp > b,,, + dfi-dimG/pcardP 
with b,,, = const . K,, . C-dimCfp, where K,, is as in (9), and const. depends 
only on G. 
Proof dA = napP ((A + /?, a)/& a)) > const . (C . /A + pOcardP, whence 
the thesis. 
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Remark 4. For every compact, connected Lie group G denote by q(G) 
the lowest upper bound of all p such that sup,,6 I/x&, < co. By [4] we 
know that q(G) > dim G/card P if G is also simple and simply connected. By 
Corollary 2 above we get q(G) = dim G/card P (in the general case, if 
G , ,..., G, are the simple factors of G, we have q(G) = mini, ,,,,,, r q(G])). Our 
next theorem shows that the value q(G) is not attained. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose G is a compact, connected, simple, simply 
connected Lie group. Then if v = dim G/card P 
IIXCN-I,& >KG . h3N (16) 
for every positive integer N (where K, is a positive constant). 
Proof: Set s = Z/card P, so that q = 2 f s. By Weyl’s formulas 
Ilxc,v-uoll~1~= I WI-’ . ~$wd~~12+b . I4Wl’dt 
It is known that A,(t) = naEP sin(ia(u)/2) (t = exp u, u E t). Hence, 
choosing as a basis in tc the fundamental weights, one gets easily 
> const . j-;dt, ..j;dt,!‘r ISi;.$$+’ 
x f, ( sin yi(Nt)12+’ 
j=l Isin YjCt>l” ’ 
where m = card P\S, t = (t, ,..., t,) and the yj are linear functions with 
nonnegative integral coefficients. By simple manipulations we are led to the 
estimate 
Set n = (n, ,..., n,), where the nk are positive integers (k = l,..., 1) and denote 
by JN the set of all multi-indices n such that 1 < nk <N for all k. Set also 
Q.= (t: (nk - 1)~ <t, < nkq k = l,..., 1}. 
We notice now that the integral 
cm 46 I 7 
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does not depend upon n. Therefore 
= const C R(n)-S, 
IlEJN 
where R(v) = JJi=, yi ny= i rj( y) is a homogeneous polynomial in y of 
degree card P. Set A4 = max, ,, =, 1 R ( y)l. Then we deduce 
Z>ilTS. const . C InI-’ 
mzJ,&l 
> const . log N 
from which (16) follows. 
3 
In this section, unless otherwise specified, G will always denote a compact 
connected semisimple Lie group. The aim of this section is to apply the norm 
estimates for characters of Section 2 to the theory of Fourier series on G. 
The arguments are essentially those of [7], where the results of [5] were 
applied. 
We start with a Cohen type inequality for convoluter norms. Suppose 
XO,Y*~XON are N distinct characters of G, cl,..., cN complex numbers of 
modulo larger or equal to one, and consider the polynomial 
$ = Cyzl cjd,Xo,. Let T,: Lp --t L p denote the convoluter defined by 
T,g =f * g, g E LP(G). Set I]]f]]], = sup )I T,gll,, where the supremum is 
taken over all the central g such that ]I g]lp = 1. 





> K . (log N)1’3. 
j=l 3 
(17) 
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ProoJ The proof is the same as in [7, Theorem], but this time we apply 
Theorem 1 instead of the results of [5]. 
For the case G = GF we can do better. 
PROPOSITION 2. If G = GF there exist positive constants Kp and h, such 
that, for all p > 1415, 
Proof. As before, but this time apply Corollary 1 and Remark 3. 
In certain cases the above techniques provide better estimates for 
“Lebesgue constants.” We consider the case of the spherical Dirichlet kernel 
DR=C lw+BI<Rl41 d~Xw’ We denote by w0 the unique element of W such 
that wO(P) = -P and let 6, be the set of the dominant weights of G such 
thatId+P]<R]JI]forR>O. 
LEMMA. Let R > 0 and let m > 1 be an integer. Write r = ([R ] + 
m - 1)/I + ~9 + . .. + ~,J?, where I,V ,,..., l,,, E W\{ wO}. Then there are two 
integers m, and M,, depending only on G such that if R > (M, - 1)m + 1 
then < is a dominant weight of G, and if also m > m, then < 4 6,. 
Proof: Let M, = max,,,,@, a). Suppose that R 2 (M, - 1)m + 1 and the 
a E P is simple. Then 
(&a> = [RI + m - 1 + 5 (yj/3, a) 
j=1 
>[R]+m-l-M,,m>O. 
Hence c is a dominant weight. Let m, be the first integer greater than 
3 ]/I]‘/2 min ae,,(/3, a). If now m > m, we have, noting that /3 + WjP > 0 for 
each j and P+ WjBZO since vj# Wg, 
l~+P12=I[RlB+m~+wlP+~~~~m~12 
~[R]21P12+2[R]Ga,m~+w,P+~~~+w,P) 
> [RI2 IPI’ + 2[k]m F$ da, a) 
> PI2 IPI’+ 3]Rl IPI’ 
> ([RI + II2 IPI’ 
> R2 lP12, 
so that c+,86$6,. 
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PROPOSITION 3. For all p > dim G/card P there exists a positive 
constant Kp (depending only on G and p) such that, for every R > 0, 
l(lD,Ij(, > Kp . RC”‘dP-dimG’p. (18) 
Moreover, if G is simple and simply connected, and if q = dim G/card P 
(19) 
Proof: We suppose that R > (M, - 1) m, + 1. Consider the set 
B={jE{O,l,...}~([R]+j-l~+~,~+~~~+wiPE~, 
for some v/i ,..., vi E IV\{ wO} ). 
Obviously 0 E B. Since m, &B by the lemma, there exists 
j, E {O, L..., m, - 1 } such that j, E B but j, + 1 6? B. Let v, ,..., wj, E IV\{ wO} 
be such that oR = ([RI + j, - l)fl + w,p + ..a t wj,P belongs to 6,. Then 
wR +p + @E 6, for all WE W\(w,}. Also oR +p+ r,$ is a dominant 
weight since R > (M, - 1) m, + 1 > (M, - l)( j, t 1) t 1. Hence (compare 
with the proof of the theorem in [7]) 
S(u, + 2P) = sgn w. - x,, + x sgn Y * xw,q+L3+*/3 (20) 
OE~\l%ll 
and so 
* qw, t 2P) = fX,,. 
Thus 
Ill& lllp 2 I WI - ’ * Ilk * G4f t v3)IIp 
= I WI-’ * lIXwnllp. 
It is clear that there exists a constant K > 0 such that, for every 
R>(M,-l)m,+ 1, we have mhoG,(w, tP)>Kl~w, +PI. BY 
Corollary 2, ]]xwn]lP >const, . d~;dimG’pcsrdP. But 
d OR = ” +h+Aa) (IEP @a> 
= I,1, ((N tj,)p + VI@) +*** + Vj,Gs>~ a> 
> const . NcsrdP. 
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Hence llPR IlIp 2 Kp . R cardp-dimG’p for some positive K,, depending only on p 
and G. 
To prove (19), consider the case N = R. Then (21) with j = 0 gives 
,!?((N + 1)/I) =x(,,-,)~ + higher terms. If x, is such a higher term, 
(w + p) > N/I, so that ]w +/I] > R ]p]. Testing D, with s(w, + 2p) we have 
Ill&Ill, a I WI-’ * IIXCN-I,Oll,> const - (log N)“” by Theorem 3. Hence (19) 
follows. 
Remark 5. It is clear that the arguments of Proposition 3 can be 
extended to a larger class of Dirichlet kernels, corresponding to other convex 
bodies. For instance it would be interesting to study with the above 
techniques the case of the convex polyhedrons studied in [ 141. 
We notice the following consequence of Proposition 3. 
COROLLARY 3. There exists a positive constant KG depending only on G 
such that 
(1 D, )I, > KG . R cardP 
for all R > 0. 
Proof. It follows from (18) with p = co. 
Corollary 3 improves the estimates from below of Dreseler [6, Corollary] 
for spherical Lebesgue constants. Of course the L’(G) norm estimates of 
Dreseler hold for a much larger class of Dirichlet kernels. 
We are now in position to deduce divergence results for Fourier series on 
a compact connected semisimple Lie group. An increasing sequence (C,} of 
finite subsets of Z such that lJ,“= I C, =Z is called a grouping of Z. To 
every grouping we associate a Dirichlet kernel D, = CwsrN d,x, and, for 
every integrable f, we form the partial sums S,f = D, *f with respect o the 
grouping. 
COROLLARY 4. For every choice of {C,} and for every 1 <p < 312 or 
p > 3 there exists a central f E LP(G) such that 
(21) 
Moreover, for every 1 <p < 312 there exists f E LP(G) such that 
IiF s,up ] S, f (x)1 = 00 (22) -8 
for almost all x E G. 
Proof. Equation (21) follows from Proposition 1. Equation (22) follows 
from (21) and a theorem of Stein [ 151. 
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COROLLARY 5. If G = Gt, for every grouping {Z,,,} and for every p, 
1 <p c 1419 or p > 1415, there exists a central f E LP(GF) satisfying (21). 
For all p, 1 <p < 1419 there exists f E LP(Gy) satisfying (22) for almost all 
xEG;. 
Proof It follows from Proposition 2 and [ 151. 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose D, is the spherical Dirichlet kernel. Then, for 
every p > q = dim G/card P or 1 < p < n/(n - I), there exists a central 
f E LP(G) such that 
liy..v IID, *f lltl = 00. (23) 
If G is also simple and simply connected, (23) holds for every p, 
1 <P<~(v- I), orp>rl. 
Proof It follows from Proposition 3. 
Corollary 6 should be compared with the results of Clerc [3]. 
The results of Section 2 can also be read as results in the theory of 
lacunary sets (compare, e.g., with [5]). We do not intend to deduce carefully 
all the consequences in this framework. A typical example is the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose G is a compact connected semisimple Lie group. 
Then 6 does not contain infinite local central A, sets. 
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